NOTIFICATION

Training of all Elementary Level Teachers in NISHTHA Modules

In 2019, National Initiative for School Heads’ and Teachers’ Holistic Advancement (NISHTHA) was launched in face to face mode. NISHTHA courses have been customized now in online mode and NCERT is conducting these courses for all the elementary level teachers (Classes I to VIII) across the country through DIKSHA Portal in a time bound manner starting from 16th October, 2020. Three courses every fortnight shall be conducted. 18 courses have been developed and all are mandatory for the elementary level teachers to complete in the stipulated time.

School principals are requested to facilitate the completion of these courses by all the elementary level teachers of schools as per the time-table shared by NCERT. In case of any query, you may write to us on nishtha.support@cbseshiksha.in

Special note: Course links shall be sent to schools by the CBSE-CoEs. Teachers of KVs, NVs, AEES, CTSA and Sainik Schools can get the links from their respective organizations as NCERT has created separate space for them.
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